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1. Introductory Note. 
lt is quite unnecessaηr to state here the seriousness of the rice.borer 
problem in ]apan. For many years the rice-growers in ]apan have been 
su能ringevery year from the great damage done by this insect pest and 
farmers as well as agricultural experts have been searching for a method of 
control which is effective and at the same tirne convenient to apply. Recently 
the submergence of the rice-field with the object of killing the borers in the 
rice-stalks has attracted the attention of agricultural experts. However， the 
idea to control the rice-borer by submergence is not a new one. OTSUKA 
published a paper1) about the rice-borer in 1895， in which he stated that 
submergence would not be effective in controlling this insect. 
Since then there have been several experiments conducted along this 
line ;2)a. b but， with regard to the e侃cacyof this rnethod， opinions of writers 
are not in accord. ln 1912， atthe Agricultural Experiment Station of Ehirne 
Prefecture an experiment was conducted with the object of killing rice-borers 
in their pupal stage， and it was found that al the pupal in the rice-stalks 
could be killed by submerging the rice-stalks in water for 28 hours during 
the middle of August.3) Since 1915 much attention has been paid to sub-
mergence as a promising method of controlling the rice-borer; and in many 
of the agricultural experirnent stations the e佐ctof the submergence has been 
tested. Most of thes'e experirnent5 were carried out in the rice-field and their 
results were of highly confticting nature， 50 that， the writer think5， the e侃-
cacy of this method can not yet be told from these experirnents. ln 1916 
1) Oτ百U臥，Y.，Dai Nippon No司kai・bo，(Journal of tbe Agricu1tural Society of Japan)， 1.895・
2) a. IK回 'A，T.， Okayama-ken No・kai・bo，(Buletin of tbe Agricultural Society of Okayama 
Prefecture)， No・195，p. 28-31. 
2)b. NAKAGAWA， H.， Koncbu Sekai， (Tbe Insect World)， Vol. 13， p.277-284・
3) Ebime-ken Noji-Sbikenjo Gyomu Hokoku， (Annual Report of tbe Agricultural Experiment 
Station of Ebime Prefecture)， 19K2. 
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the writer also planned an experiment of submergence and has continued it 
til last summer. The writer is Jlot yet satisfied with the results obtained， 
but he wi1l report them below， ashe thinks that some of the more important 
points in submergel'ice have been explained. 
n. Factors governing the e血ciencyof submergence. 
There are many people who doubt the efficacy of flooding the rice・field
to control the rice-borer. In the writer's opinion， whether or not the sub-
rnergence is effc:ctive as a control method depends upon the conditions under 
which the flooding is done. If the rice-plants be completely covered by water 
and the submergence be kept very long， then， there can be no doubt about 
the e佐ctivenessof this method. Thus， NAKAGAWA1) believes from the results 
of his ex戸rimentsthat paddy-borers (Schoenobius incerlellus) which a陀 over-
wintering in stubbles can be c∞omplet，総el砂yex剖te訂rnπ而I
s坑tubb副l凶 i泊nwater su侃cient北l砂ylong， say， for more than two or three months 
in ~he sprlng. This method can be practiced' in a rice-field where only one 
crop， i. e.， the rice， israised in one season. However， when we plan the 
submergence of a rice seed-bed or a rice-field during the growing se回 onof 
the rice-plant a very long period of submergence is not advisable. Becausと，
submerging the growing planお toolong in water may seriously injure them. 
and moreover， the rice-field can not be flooded so deep， that not a single 
blade of the rice-plant shows above the surface of the water， under the 
circu~stances prevailing in the rice-fields in ]apan. The writer， therefore， 
thinks that it is highly important to study first the factors or conditions which 
produce the death of the insect during出eperiod of submergence to get good 
陀 sultswith this method. 
1) Resist，捌 ceto the abse1lce of 0勾'genof恥 γice-boreγ.
There is some doubt as to whether the water passes through the rice-
stalk and closely surrounds the body of the rice-borer that is boring in it， 
when the rice-stalks are submerged. However， itcan not be doubted出at
after sufficiently long submergence there will occur a lack of oxygen， and 
this will ultimately act injuriously on the ri促・borer. Then， the first problem 
is， Itow resistant is tlteぽ'e-borerto tM lack of oxygen.~ In considering this 
problem， we must pay attention to the temperature of the medium surround-
ing the worm at the time when the lack of oxygen occurs. For， the ab-
1) NAKAGAWA， H.， Loc. cit. 
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normally high temperatu陀 ofthe environment is itself injurious to anima1s. 
There are some experiments which showed that an insect or a certain organ 
of the insect can live without oxygen for quite a long time， ifthey a陀 not
subjected to an abnormally high temperature. Thus， E.V. WALLING1) studied 
the e促ctof carbon dioxide on the beating of the heart， and found that in 
some grass hoppers the activity of heart recovered after fifteen hours con・
fiilement in pure carbon dioxide， and some recovered even after forty-eight 
hours confinement， when they were brought out into fresh air. These ex-
periments seem to have been conducted at room temperature. 
SHAFER2) tested the effect of the absence of oxygen on the vitality of 
the insect by confining it in pure hydrogen or in pure carbon dioxide. He 
found that a beetle which had been confined in pure' hydrogen gas. for 24 
hours recovered completely when it was brought out into fresh air， and a仕.er
38 hours confinement some of the beetles recovered the heart beating， whi1e 
al those which had been confined for 40 hours died. When carbon dioxide 
was used， some of the beet1es which had been confined in it for more than 
24 hours recovered on removal from the gas. SHAFER'S experiments were 
conducted at a temperature of 20ー 22oC.
Carbon dioxide itself may pos司essome poisonous effect on the insects 
instead of simply suffocating them. A. DENDy8) c1aimed that when grain was 
confined in an air-tight ves.e1， carbon dioxide which was given off by . the 
grain and by the beetles inf~sting it. acted poisonously on the insects. He 
reported， however， that when the beetles were confined in pure carbon di-
Qxide which contained a litle water vapour， they became motionless after 
3 minutes， and that they did not however lose their vitality even a丘町 four
days' confinement， but recovered on removal from it 
According to this statement， carbon dioxide seems to have no marked 
poisonous effect on insects， ifit has any. 
Assuming， therefore， that the action of carbon dioxide on insects is simply 
suffocation， the writer conducted some experiments 00 the rice-borer as to 
the effect of carbon dioxide on it. 
The method of experi初ent. Pure carbon dioxide was obtained in the 
ordinary manner j i.e.， carbon dioxide which .was generated by pouring 
hydrochloric acid on marble blocks， was passed through several wash-bottles 
which contained respective1y the solutions of the following chemicals:-
sodium hydroxide， potassium permanganate， mixture of sodium hydroxide 
and pyrogallic acid， and the last wash-bottle contained distilled water 01ly.4) 
A wide-mouthed glass bott!e was used for confining rice-borers. Its mouth 
was closed by a gum stopper which carried two glass tubes in the holes 
1) WALLlNG， E.v.， Joum. Exp. Zoology， (1凶)，111，p. 621-629・
2) SHAFER， G.D.， Michigan Agr. Exp. St. Tech. Bul. No. I1， 1911. 
3) D悶 DY，A.' Rept. Grain Pest War Committ.， Roy. Soc.， London， No. 6， 1920. 
4) SMITH， E:F.， Bacteria in Relation to Plant Dise舗回，Vol. J， 19O5・
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bored in it， one of the tubes being very short and the other much longer. 
extending very near to the bottom. At the outer end of each glass tube 
was attached a short ruhber tube which was used for connecting two or more 
bottles and after carbon dioxide was passed through for certain time the two 
gum tubes were closed by pinch cocks. The rice-borers were confined in the 
bottle， the carbon dioxide gas was passed through it and the gum tubes 
were closed. After the bottle was left standing for a certain number of hours 
at a certain temperature， the borers were taken out and two or three hours 
later the percentage of the worms that revived were counted. Rice.borers 
which were used for experiments were taken out of the rice-stalk by split-
ting them 0戸n. The worms were classed into groups according to their 
larval stadia. The larval stadium was determined by the size of the head 
capsule of the rice.borer， as this method is more reliable than to judge from 
the size of the body. But， even by this method the distinction between the 
4th and the 5th instar was veη7 hard， so that in some cases no distinction 
was made among different instars. The writer used in many of his experi-
ments such first instar larvae， the age (i. e.， the number of days after the 
hatching) of which was known. But， inthe other instars， the age (the number 
of也ysafter moulting) of the larva was not determined， though the larva 
seemed to di佐rslightly in resistant power according to the age. The larva 
j ust after the mo!ting can be easily recognized by its appearance and such 
larvae were not used for experiments. After the carbon dioxide was passed 
through a bott!e for about 20 minutes， al the !arvae contained in the bott!e 
became motionless and dropped from the inner. wall of the bott!e to the 
bottom as if they were dead. Carbon dioxide was passed through for from 
40 minutes to one hour， as it was found白atafter this time the bott!e con-
tained no parceptible amount of oxygen. The bottles were left standing in 
the room or p!aced in the thermostat according to the temperature required. 
The results of experiments are shown in table 1. 
The results in table 1 can be summarized as follows: 
About 5% of the first instar larvae survived even after 24 hours confine-
ment in pu問 carbondioxide at a temperatu陀 ofabout 300 (fluctuating be-
tween 29 to 31.50Cふwhichis slight!y higher than the norma! rool1 tem-
perature in ]u!y in Kurashiki. ln the case of the 2nd instar larvae about 
18% survived after the confinement of 24・5hours at the room temperature 
of July; while about 47% of the fourth and fi仙 instar!arvae cou!d survive 
the confinement in pine carbon dioxide of 20 hours at about 300C. When 
the temperature was raised to a temperature of about 36~ (which was fluctu-
ating between 350 and 370C)， al1the 3rd and fourth instar larvae died after 
14 hours exposure and at a temperature of about 380C.， (370-39・50)，1∞% 
death occurred after on!y five hours exposure. 
lt is seen， therefore， from these results， that the resistance power of the 
rice-borer to want of oxygen is fairly strong when the medium (carbon dioxide 
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Table I. 
Resistance旬 Ca.rbonDio.玄ideof Rice-borer. 
Stadium Tem戸ofTature Duration o( Number Number Aver。暇f94 。f CODfinement o( o(worms 
Rice.凶rer. E踊 (C.O) (hours) 岨mpleworms. survived. killed worms. 
29 -30 14 20 6 
29 -30 18. 19 4 
29 -30 24 29 6 
1St Stadium 29 -31・5 24 20 。
29 -31.5 24 20 。 〉 95・0%
29 -31.5 24 25 。
29 -31.5 24 25 。
R1onokm ptetempk. T 2405 25 5 
Ditto 
2Dd Stadium 
24・5 25 3 81.8" 
Ditto 24-5 16 4 
29 -30 24-0 13 8 
R∞hm 白tetmokp.r 15 33 33 
Ditto i5 33 33 
勾.5-31・3 15 32 15 
4th and 29.5-31.3 15 32 13 5th Stadium 
29.0-31.5 20 35 12 
29.0-31.5 20 33 10 52.8 " 
29.0-31.5 20 40 29 
37.2-38.8 7 10 。
2nd Stadium 
37-2-38.8 7 ]0 。
35 -37 14 20 。
35 -37 14 20 。 100 " 
• 
35 -37 14 20 。
3rd回 d
37 -39.5 5 ]5 。4th Stadium 
37 -39・5 5 15 。
100 " 
37 -39・5 5 15 。
)，37寸 9.5 5 15 。
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gas in this case) is of the normal匂mpera知陀 (orvery near to it)ゐrthe rice-
borer， and as the temperature is rai民d，the resistance is gradually d即時a詑d.
50， we see that the abnormally high temperature plays an important role in 
killing the rice-borer by suffocation. 
向 RfS匂紘悦fto lteat of tftf YIcf-bOYfY， 
From the results of the preceding experiments it is apparent出atthe 
temperature of water must have great influence on the efficacy of submergence 
when we flood the rice-field as the means of .killing rice-borers. Thereゐre，
the writer wanted to know the e能ctof high tem戸ratureto the rice-borer. 
According to the opinion of W. D. PIERCE，l) the zone o{ high fatal tem戸ratu問
(that is， the zone of abnormal temperature)ゐran insect has certain width 
or range. 
The Insect dies instantly when it is exposed to the highest tem戸rature
of this zone; and at a lower temperature the insect endures the exposure to 
that.temperature longer than in the case of a higher temperatu陀・ In this 
way， the time required to kil the insect is more prolonged as the tem戸ra旬re
is lowered， until a point is reached where the insect does not lose its vitality， 
but the development is suspended during the exposure to that temperature. 
From these statements it is apparent出atthe duration of exposure to heat 
is the most important factor when we consider the resistance to high tem-
perature of an insect. Moreover， itis known that the humidity also has an 
influence on the resistance to heat of an insect.2• S) As the examples of dif二
会rencein resistance to heat of insects the following records may be given. 
A kind of pea beetle (Bruchus sp.) dies a食er5 minutes exposu問 toa tem-
pera旬reof 6ooC.， while a certain grub dies almost instantly when it is exposed 
to a temperature of. 500C.4) According to WE回TERd)the angoumois grain 
moth dies a仕er4 hours' exposure to a tem戸ratu陀 of120oF. (=about 490C.)， 
but， when they a陀 exposedto a heat of 1 IooF. (=about 430C.)ゐr6 hours， 
only a part of them die. 
With regard to the resistance to heat of the rice-borer NAKAGAWA6) 
showed that al the rice-borers died after two hours exposure to a heat of 
470C. Very recently the Agricultural Experiment Station7) of Okayama 
• 
1) PUtP.CE， W. D.， Joum. Agric. R館町cb，Vo1. V， p.1183-1191. 
2) G∞DWIN， W. H.， Joom. Econ. Entom. Vol. VII， pp・313・
3) NAK.AGAWA， H.， Noshomu.aho Noji品 ik叫oHokoku， (Re戸 rtof Imper. Cent. Agr. Exp. 
Stat.， Tokyo.)， No. 31. 
4) BOUllCART， E.， Insecticides， Fuugicides and W，明也il1ers，Transl. by D. Gr岨 t，P・ 31•
5' Mter G. A. D臥 N，(Jour. Econ. Entom. Vol・4tp. 142.) 
6) NAK.AGAWA， H.， Loc. cit. 
7) Okayama.~en Noji.Sbikenjo Gyomu.kotei， (Annual開portof tbe Agric. Exp. Stat. Okayama 
PreCectare)， 1915・
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Prefecture studied the effect of high temperature to the overwintering rice-
borer and reported that the worm was not ki1led by 1 hour exposure to 450C.， 
and that al1 the worms died when they were subjected to the temperatu陀
of 500C. for 10 minutes or to 550C. for 3 minutes. 
The writer conducted some experiments with the object of asce巾 ining
more exactly the re1ation between high temperature and time required to ki1l 
the rice-borer. It has been stated above that humidity has influence on the 
ki1ling e能ctof heat. The writer could not measure the humidity in his ex-
periments on account of the method adopted in his experiments. He believes， 
however， that in most of his experiments humidity was sometimes 1∞併 or
at least not less than 60 or 70%. 
Method. The borers were con自nedin a smal1 via1. For the larvae of 
the first and second instar the vial of about 0.5 inch in diameter and 2.5 inches 
in length was used and for the wor可sof larger size than these the vial of 
about 1 inch in diameter and about 3 inches in length. 
The vial containing borers was clqsed with India-rubber stopper and im-
mersed in hot water of a certain temperature. This hot water was contained 
in a pan when the time of immersion was less than one hour and the tem司
perature required was higher than 4SoC. The temperature of this hot water 
was kept almost constant by a smalr flame of Bunsen lamp which was taken 
out from under the pan or replaced there again， as the temperature of water 
in the pan was higher or lower than that陀qui陀d. The fluctuation was less 
than 0.5 oC. degr田 inevery case， when this method was used. When the 
time of immersion was long and the temperature required was not very high， 
the vials were immersed in hot water which was contained in a thermos-
bott1e. The thermos-bottle containing these vials were placed in a thermostat 
when the time of immersion was veη，long. In this way， lowering ρf the 
temperature of the hot water was great1y prevented. As the time of im-
mersion was not very long， no food was supplied to the borer during the 
experiment and moreover， itwas assumed that the quantity of air in the vial 
was sufficient for the borers contained in it during the immersion. 
The results obtained il1 these experiments on the resistance to heat of 
the rice-borer are shown in table 1. 
Summarizing the results of the experimerits we can state as fol1ows: 
The町ice-borerdid not die after being exposed to a temperature of about 
350C. (34・20ー 36.IoCふらr24 hours regardless of its larval stadium. When 
. exposed to a heat of about 42・40C.(4I.80-43.IoC.)， for 6 hours， 27・7%of 
the second instar larvae died; whi1e no larvae of the 3rd instar or of the 
higher instars died under the same condition. When the fouはhand the倣h
instar larvae were exposed to a heat ofabout 40oC. (380-41oC.)， for24 hQurs， 
it was found that only 4.4% died. 
At a temperature of 450C. one hour exposure ki1ed 1∞% of the自rst
instar larvae， 74・7併 ofthe second instar and 35・7%of the fourth and the 
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. Table 1. 
Re説s凪nce色。Hea'色。rRice-borer. 
Tem戸cms.ure-
Duration Number of Number of 
Avkerialged. 94 Stadia. 。f Sample worms 
Exposure. worms. survived. 
Room tem戸r. 24 hours 20 20 o % 
34ト2-35・9 24 " 23 20 13 " 
45 1 .， I~ 。
45 E " 15 
。 100 " 
1St Stadium 
45 1 " 15 。
50 10 minutes 15 。
50 10 " 15 。 100 " 
50 10 .， 15 。
u・5-35.8 24 ho回 S 20 20 
34・5-35.8 24 " 21 19 3.2" 
34・5-35.8 24 " 20 20 
34・5-35・9 25 " 20 20 寺、ー
34・5-35・9 25 " 20 20 0.0 " 
34・5-35.9 25 " 20 20 
38.0 3' " 25 . 
41.8ー-43・E 6 " 20 12 
41ふ-4μ 6 " 22 12 
27.7.. 
41ふ叫3.1 6 " 20 19 
41•8-.43.1 6- " 21 17 
2nd Stadium 
44・5--45・。 E " 15 5 
44・5-45.0 z " 15 7 
45.0--45.8 E " 15 3 
〉 74・7"
45.←-45.8 E " 15 4 
45.0-45.8 E " 15 
。
44.8-45・5 2 " 15 。
44.8--45.5 2 " 15 。
100 " 
44.8--45.5 2 " 15 
。
44.ι.，5・5 2 " 15 。
47・5 20 minutes 20 。
47・5 20 " 20 。 IC師"
47・5 20 " 20 。
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Table 1. (CoDtinued) 
TemI理Cm。.tun- Duration Number of Number of Avkezilalaed. % Stadia. d Sample worms 
Expolure. worm5. survived. 
47-5 10 minutes 20 。
47.5 10 " 20 。 E∞% 
47・5 10 " 20 。
(2nd St.) 。50 5 " 15 
50 5 " 15 
。 100 . 
50 5 " 15 
。
35.0-36.1 25 hours 20 20 
35.0ー'36.1 25 " 20 2。 0.0" 
35.0-36•1 25 " 18 18 
34.6-36•0 24 . 20 20 
J6.争ー'38.6 24 . 20 :zo 
41.8-43.1 6 " 20 20 
41.ι-43・E 6 " 
0.0" 
20 20 
45.0-45.8 2 " 16 
。
45.0-・45.8 2 " 16 。
45.Q-45.8 2 . 16 
100 " 。
45.Q-45.8 2 " 16 。
3rd Stadium 






47・5 20 minutes 20 。
47.5 20 " 20 。 100 " 
47.5 20 " 20 。
47.5 10 " 20 。
47.5 10 " 20 。 100 " 
47・5 10 " 20 。
50 5 " 15 
。
50 5 15 。 100 " 
50 5 . 15 。
4th and 384-36•0 24 hours 20 20 
5th Stadium ~ト&ー36•0 24 . :zo 20 
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Table I. (Continued) 
Tem戸cmhure-
Duration Number of Number of 
Avekrialged. 94 Stadia. 。f l:iample wom百
Exposure. worms. survived. 
36.0-38.5 24 hours 20 20 
36•かー3a.5 24 " 15 9 
36.0-38.5 
11.9% 
24 " 15 14 
36.0.ー'38.5 24 " 17 16 
38かー 41.0 48 " 30 。
掛か-41.0 48 " 31 2 
38.0-41.0 48 " 35 。 95 " 
38.←-41.0 48 .， 30 6 
38.0-41•0 48 " 35 
。
38.0-41.0 24 " 22 21 
38.0--41.0 24 " 20 19 4・4"
38.0-41.0 24 " .26 25 
45 1 " 15 6 
45 1 " 15 6 
35.7 " 
45 1 " '3 11 
45 1 " 13 13 
45 2 " 15 3 
45 2 " 15 
。
(4th and 96.0" 
5th Stad.) 45 2 " 15 
。
45 2 " 15 。
45 2.5 " 15 。
45 2.5 " 15 。 100 " 
45 2.5 " 16 。
47.5 30 minutes 12 。
47・5 30 " 20 。
100 " 
47.5 30 " 20 
。
47.5 30 " 20 
。
47・5 20 " 20 。
47.5 20 ，. 20 E 96・4"
47・5 20 " 16 E 
50 10 " 13 。
50 10 " 15 。 100 " 
50 10 " 15 。， 
50 5 " 15 
。
50 s " IS 。 100 " 
SO 5 " IS 
。
SO 5 " IS 
。
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fifth instar; whi1e two hours exposure to出esame ternperature kil1ed al the 
worrns regardless of their stadia. Five rninutes exposure to a heat of 5ooC. 
ki1ed al the larvae of eveη， s~adiurn. Frorn these results it is apparent that 
a ternper拭urewhich is higher than 340 or 350C. is injurious to the rice-borer， 
though the rice-borer can endure the exposure to this temperature for a long 
tirne. 1n other words， a temperatu陀 of340C. is in the zone of abnorrnal 
temperature for the rice-borer (The writer did not， however， ascertain what 
is the lowest limit of the high fatal tem戸raturefor the ri~e-borer). 
As the ternperature is raised， the resistance is gradually decreared， so 
that at a temperature of 5ooC. only 5 minutes exposure is su飴cientto kil1 
al the larvae. As wi1 be seen from th~ table， there is some difference in 
the resistance to heat between the larvae of different stages (stadia); but， the 
qifference is rather slight. 
お Resista;悦 eof the riceゐorerto the cOn1bi悦 daction 
of suffocω'ion and abnormal tem:抑制:re.
If we prevent water from flowing into and out of the rice-field in hot 
summer，. the temperature of the water in the rice-fie1d rises markedly higher 
than出atof the air. 1t may be expected therefore that the death of the 
rice-borer by flooding is due to the combined actiOn of sufi∞ation and heat. 
According to the results of experiments in which the writer confined rice-
borers in pure carbon-dioxide， confinement of 24 hours at a temperature of 
about 300C. could not kil1 al the first instar larvae. When the tem戸rature
is raised to 360C.. even the third and the fourth instar larvae were al ki1ed 
by the confinement of 14 hours， and again， when the temperature was 380C.， 
al were ki1ed by only five hours confinement. 
When the resistance to heat of the rice-borer was tested with sufficient 
supply of air， none of the third instar larvae were ki1led either by the ex-
posure of 25 hours to a tem戸ratureof about 35・50C.or by six hours exposure 
to about 42oC. Now， ifwe compare these two kinds of experiments， itis 
apparent that the cornbined action of heat and suffocation reduces remark-
ably the resistant power of the rict:-borer. The writer， therefore， planned to 
study on this combined action under such conditions which a町 knownand 
can be artificially controlled. 1n planning experiments the writer consulted 
the annual report of the Agricultural Experiment Station at Okayama Pre-
fecturet) and obtained much useful inforrnation from it. 
The method of experimentation was essentially the same as employed 
in the preceding experlments on the resistance to heat with the difference that 
in the hot water immersion experiment the vials containing the rice-borers 
1) Loct. cit. 
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were filed with hot water of a白rtaintemperature and al the air in the vials 
was driven out， after which they were closed with India-rubber， stoppers， and 
immersed in hot water. When the worms were taken out of the vials after 
immersion， they were sprl回 don moist white cotton cloth and generally two 
hours later， the number of surviving worms were counted. 
The results of these ex戸rimentsare shown in Table II. 
Table II. 
Immer凶onof Rice-borer in Hot Wa.旬r.
TemF。frau開 Duration …oflMmberof 
Akvi% lelreadg. e Stadia. 。f sample I worms 
water (0')・ lmmerSlon. worms. I surviv“-
30.0.ー'31.0 18 hours 18 E 
18 " 
92.2% 
30.0-31.0 33 3 
31.0-31.5 22 . 23 。
31.0 22 " 17 E 
94.1 " 
31.0 22 " 15 3 
31.0.ー'32.0 22 . 13 。
30.6.ー，31.0 24 " 25 E 
30.6-31.0 24 " 24 E 
96.8" 
30.0-31.0 24 " 18 。
30.0-30，・8 24 . 28 E 
30.1-30.5 z8 . 30 。
30.0-30.2 28 " 17 。 100 " 
1St Stadium 30.0-30.2 28 " 17 。
34-0-35.0 6 " 36 26 
34-0-35.0 8 " 29 6 一，
34.0.ー'35・0 12 " 30 5 
34.2-35・9 12 " 28 7 
34.2-35.9 14 " 30 。
34.2-35.9 14 " 30 。、
34・2-35・9 14 " 18 E 99.2" 
35・0-35.5 14 " 19 。
35かー35-5 14 " 24 。
必.5-37・5 5 " 40 26 
37・0-38.0 5 19 5 
37.0-J8.0 6 " 18 5 
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Table 111. (Continued) 
Tm-poef rature Duration Number of Number of 
AkVi町Jalzre， adg-e Stadia. 。f sample worms 
water (C..) Immerslon. worms. survived. 
37・0-38.0 7 bours 24 4 
37・b 'ー38.0 7 " 21 6 75.8% 
37.0-38.0 7 " 17 5 
37・5-J8.0 9 " 25 。
37・5-38.0 9 . 25 。
37.5-38.0 9 " 25 z 
37・5-38.0
〉 95・9. 
9 " 23 1 
37・5-38.0 9 " 24 。
37・5-38.。 9 . 25 4 
40.0-41.0 1 " 22 2Z 
40.←~I.o 1 " 20 20 
40.(ト-41.0 2 . 18 17 
10・3. 
40ρーーが.0 2 . 21 18 
40.2-41.0 4 . 26 2 
40.-41.0 4 . 25 5 90.6 . 
(1St Stadium) 40.2-41.0 4 " 24 。
40・7-41.0 5 . 30 。
40.7-41.0 s " 22 E 97.2 . 
40.7ー斗1.0 5 . 20 1 
e 
44・5-45.0 1 . 16 。
# Sー-45.0 1 . 19 。 IOD . 
44-5-45.0 1 . 12 。
45・0 JO minutes 17 5 
45.0 JO . 10 9 
47.0 JO . 16 。
47.0 20 " 16 。
47.0 10 " 17 。
48.0 5 . 14 4 
48.0 5 . 17 。
50.0 10 " . 17 。 
50.0 5 . 1Z 。
50.0 5 . 15 。 Eαコ. . 
50.0 5 . 13 。
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Table III. (白ptinued)
iTempoef ratu同 Duration Number of 
Akvie% lread吾:eStadia. 。f 且mple worms 
water (CO・) lmmennon. worms. $urvived. 
…同!50.0 3 minutes 19 。kι 50.0 3 " 15 。
30.8-31.0 24 ho町 S J5 I 
30.8-31.0 24 " 15 E 95 " 
30.8-31.0 24 " 10 。
30.0-30-4 28 " 15 。
30.0ー 30.4 28 " 15 。
30.0-ー30-4 28 " 15 
100 " 。
30.←-30.4 28 " 15 。
35・3-35-4 12 " 20 。
35・3-35-4 12 " 21 5 
12 " 20 s 
1> 86.4" 
35.3-35-4 12 " 22 4 
12 " 20 3 1) 35.3-35.4 12 " 22 。
34-2-35・9 14 " 22 。
18 I 3μ-35.9 14 " 。
100 " 35.0-35.3 14 " 15 。
2nd Stadium 134・2-35・9 14 " 12 。
37・2-38.8 6 " 39 20 
37・盛一38.8 7 " 20 。 97.8" 
37.2-38.8 7 " 26 I 
3702-38.8 9 " 15 
。
がか-41・5 1 . 15 15 
40.ふ-41.0 2 " 15 5 
40.3-40・7 2 " 24 23 (1) 
40.5 3 " 21 
40.5 3 " 16 9 
5 " Il 
。
1) 4仏2-40.7 5 " 21 。
40.0 5 16 
40.0 5 17 。 1> 97.1 " 
0・0 s " 20 . 
40.0 5 " 20 E 
45.0 30 minutes IS 8 
45.0 30 " 15 4 
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Table II. (Continued) 
TemEOmE ature Duration Number of Number of 
Akvizerads. e Stadia. 。f 鎚mple worms 
water (C".) lmme官810n. worms. survived. 
45.0 白 minutes 15 。
45.0 白
"
15 。 E∞，% 
45・0 60 " J5 。
50.0 5 20 。




50.0 5 " 20 
。
50.0 5 19 。 . 
50.0 3 " 15 
。
50.0 3 " J5 E 
50.0 3 " 14 2 
50.0 " 20 z 
30.1-30.5 28 hours 20 。
30.1-30.5 28 " 20 日
30•1-30.5 28 " 20 
IC回"。
30.1-30.5 28 •• 20 。
3S・0ー 35・3 14 " 20 。
350-35・3 14 " 15 。
35.0.ー 35-3 14 " 14 。 100 " 
35.0-35・3 14 " 15 。
40.3ー叫0.7 2 " 20 5 
40.5-40.7 2 " 27 E 
3rd Studium 
40.2-40.5 3 •• 9 。
41.←-41.2 3 " 23 E . 〉 95.2" 41.Q---41.2 3 " 15 2 
41• -4 1•2 3 " 16 。
40・3ー 斗0.6 5 " 11 。
41'-9-41.3 5 。 Eロo " 
40•0 4ー0.7 5 " 15 。
45.0 白 minutes 15 。
45.0 60 " 15 
。 Joo " 
45.0 句" 15 。. 
50.0 3 " 15 
。
50.0 3 " 15 
。
31.0 24 hours 16 2 
4th岨 d
31.0 24 " 15 I 93・5"5th Stadium 
31•0 24 " 15 。
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Table III. (白DtinUed)
Temf。陪fmtEe Duration Number of Number of Akvムe四g.e Stadia. 。f sample worms 
water (C".) lmmerSlOD. worms' survived. 
30.1-30.8 28 ho町S 24 。
30.1-30.8 28 " z。 。 E∞% 
30•1- 30-8 28 " 19 。
35.2-35・7 14 " 20 。
35.2-35.7 14 " 20 。
100 " 
35.2-35-7 14 " 20 。
35.2-35.3 14 . 25 。
35.0-36.6 18 " 26 。
35.0-36.6 18 " 23 。
36.8ー'38.。 8 " 20 。
38.0-39.0 4 " 15 z 
38•0-38.5 4 " 13 z 
38.0-39.。 6 " 13 。
38T-39.0 6 " 16 
100 " 。
37.6--39.0 7 . 20 。
(4qth  and 
40・3-40・7 2 " 25 2 
5th Stadium) 40.・5-吟0.7 :1 " 20 2 93・3"
41.0 :1 IJ 15 。
40・5 3 " 21 z 
40•0-40•2 3 " 20 
。
40.0-叫D.:I 3 . 20 。
〉 98.1 " 
40•Q-40.2 3 " 15 z 
40.0-41•0 3 " 15 。
40.0-41.0 3 " 15 
。
40.2-40.7 5 " 18 
。
40.2ー 叫，0，7 5 JI 17 。
100 " 
40.9一喝1.3 5 " '7 
。
41•0 5 " 18 
。
45.0 30 miDutea 15 5 
45.0 4D " 15 z 
45.0 .白" 15 。
47・5 20 " 15 。
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The resu臨 shownin table III can be summarized asゐ1l0ws:
(1) First instar larvae. Immersion for 2R hours in hot water at a tem-
perature of about 300C.， ki1ed 1∞% j 14 hours immersion at about 350C.， 
(34.20ー 35.90Cふki1ed99・2%;9 hours immersion at about 37cC.， (37・50-
380Cよkil1ed95・9%; 5 hours immersion at about 400C.， (40.70-41.00Cふ
ki1ed 97.2%; 1 hour immersion at 450C. ki1ed 1∞%. 
(2) SecOlMi instar larvae. 28 hours immersion at about 300C. ki1ed 
I∞%; 14 hours at about 350C. ki1ed 1∞%; 7 hours at about 370C. kiJ1ed 
97.8% j 5 hours at about 400C. ki1led 97.ゆ;1 hour at 450C. kil1ed 1∞%. 
(3) Third instar larvae. 28 hours immersion at about 300C. kil1ed 
I∞% i 14 hours at about 350C. ki1ed 1∞% j 5 hours at about 400C. ki1led 
I∞%. 
(4) Fourth and 侃 hinstar larvae. 28 hours immersion at about 300C. 
kiI1ed 1∞% j 14 hours at about 3SoC. kil1ed 1∞% j 5 hours at about 400C. 
ki1led 1∞%; 1 hour at 450C. kil1eq 1∞%. 
(5) Itnmersion in hot water at a tem戸ratureof 50oC. for S minutes 
seems to kil !lmost al the larvae of al stadia. 
Now， when we compare these results wi出 thoseobtained in the ex戸d・
ments on the resistance to heat of the rice-borer with sufficient 'Supply of air， 
we 6nd that there are conspicuous differences. For instance， when the rice-
borer was heated in air， 24 hours exposure to a temperature of about 350C. 
kiI1ed only 13 % of the 6rst instar larvae， whi1e immersion in hot water of 
the same tem戸ratureゐronly 14 hours ki1led almost al (99.2 %) of the worms. 
1n the case of the 2nd instar larvae， only 3% were kil1ed by 24 hours ex-
posure to about 350C.， when oxygen supply was su伍cient.;while immersion 
in hot water of the same temperature only for 14 hours ki1led 100%・ In
these two instances there is a great difference in the ki1ling effect between 
heating in air and immersion in hot water. When we approach a tempera-
ture of 4SoC.. this di能rencebecomes smaller. This can be explained in the 
following way. As we appr伺 chthe highest point of the zone of high ，fatal 
temperature， the killing e侃ciencyof the abnormal temperature is much in-
creased， so that the tirne required to ki1l is much decreased. At the same 
time the influence of suffocation becomes very smal1， since the time of ex-
posure is much shortened. For instance， inthe case of heating in air， al 
the larvae were killed by 5 minutes exposure to a temperature of 500C. and 
in the case of hot water immersion， by 3 to S minutes at the same tem-
perature. The results obtained by confining the rice-borer in pure carbon 
dioxide and those obtained by immersion in hot water are fairly well in 
agreement as might be expected. Thus， inthe 6rst case 24 hours con6ne-
ment at a temperature of about 300C. killed 9S針。fthe 6r5t instar larvae j 
and in the latter case nearly 97% were ki1ed by immersion at the same 
temterature and for the same duration. To cite one more example， at a 
temperatu問 ofabout 380C.， 1∞% of the 2nd instar larvae were killed by 
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7 hours confinement in the former田町; and nearly 98併 werekilled by 
immersion under the same conditions in the latter. 
From these experiments it is apparent that the temperature of water in 
the rice-field plays a very important role in increasing the e鉛ciencyof kil・
ling by submergence. The relation between the duration and temperature 
required to kil 1∞% by immersion in hot water is graphically shown in the 
accompanying graph. The graph clearly shows that as the temperature of 
hot water is raised above 300C.， the killing e伍cil!ncyof immersion is much 
inc陀ased，So that the time required to ki1l 1∞% of the borers is greatly 
reduced. However， the rate of the decrease of the time required to kil is 
gradually reduced as the temperature is raised. Therefiぽ'e，it can not be 
stated that the time required to kil is inversely proportional to the tempera-
ture of water. 
This is apparent from the foIlowing consideration. 
According to table III， the decrease in time is 14 hours in the case of 
the third and fourth instar larvae， when the temperature is raised from 300 
to 3SoC. Now， ifwe divide this decrease by the number ofincrease in degree 
of temperature， (i.e. 5 in this case)， we obtain the rate of deerease in time 
between 300 and 3SoC. The同teis in this case子=2.8. In the similar 
manner the rate of decrease is as follows: 
Between 300ー 3SoC...・H ・..・ H ・- 2.8
" 
.' 
3S0-40oC. ・・ H ・M ・...… 1.8 
400-4SoC. ・H ・H ・.・H ・...0.8
From these figures， we can clearly see that the rate of decrease in time 
required to kil 100併 issmaller at a higher temperature than at a lower. 
As will be seen from table III and the graph， the difference in resistance 
to hot water immersion among rice-borers of di佐rentstadia is rather small. 
Indeed， itis smaIler in this ca目 thanin the case of heating in air. We 
may assume， therefore， that there is practically no difference in resistance 
between rice.borers in different stadia fn the case of hot water immersion. 
All the forgoing experiments were carried out under conditions of con-
stant or almost constant temperatures and the rice-borers which had been 
taken out of the stem were used in al the cases. Next， the results which 
were obtained under varying temperatures wi1l be stated. 
m. Immersion at varying temperatur伺.
Studies on the effect of immersion in water of a varying temperature on 
the rice-borer which is in the stalk are important for practical application of 
submergence in the rice-field. The writer' s experiments conducted under such 
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Graph showing relation betw田ntemperature of water and duration 
of submergence required to kill I∞% of Rice.borers. 
A. For IlJ instars. 
B. " 1st， 2nd and 3rd instars. 
C. " 4th and 5th instars. 
D. " 3rd， 4th and 5th inst町s.
E. 
F. 
d-IB TTIese twoPOInts are somewhat doubtfd. 
" 2nd instars. 
G. " al1 instars. 







JS・ キo' 45・ $0' 
Temperature of water in centigrade. 
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1) Su初慨す-genceof the rice-borer whi'ch is tn the stalk. 
Rice-stalks were cut into short pieces (about 3 inches) in such a way 
that each piece contained one rlce-borer. Twenty 01' thirty pieces of these 
cut stems were put into a glass widemouthed bottle; and by filil1g the bottle 
with water al the air was driven out of it. The bottles were left standing 
in the room. These experlments were conducted at about the middle of 
July and durlng that period the daily variation of the tem戸ratureof the 
room was between about 250 and 31oC. The results of these experiments 
are shown in table IV. 
Table IV. 
Immersion of Rice-borer con旬inedin Rice-stalk. 
Tempoef rature Duration Number of Number of 
Avekri湾led.P4 Stadia. 。f 岨mple worms 
water (C.) lmmerSlOn. worms. survived. 
3r姐ー -4th Room temp. 17 hou問 20 10 in July. SO % 
3rd-4th " 17 " 20 10 
3rd-4th 。
"
24 " 36 18 
3rd-4th " 24 " 42 17 S4・S"
3rd-4th " 24 " 21 10 
The results show that only 54・5併 ofthe third aqd fourth instar larvae 
were killed by 24 hours immersion. Comparlng these results with those of 
the preceding ex戸rlmentsin which 24 hours immersion in hot water of about 
300C. killed over 90%， itwill be seen that the e佐ctof immersion is much 
smaller at a room temperature which is fluctuating between about 250 and 
300C. 
2) Immerst"on of the n'ce-sialk. 
Injured rice-stalks which wcre containing ric伐e-bor，陀er悶swere coUected in 
the ric白e-fi.
in s釦ucha way t出ha抗tj炉u凶stthe up戸rhalぜfof the児 blade白swer問ea功bov，問et白hesu叫rf血ac句e 
of the児 wa拭teぽr. The bucket was placed out-of-d∞rs in the sunshine. After 
immersion for a while some of the rice-borers came out of the stalks; those 
worms which came out of the stalks durlng the da~ime were col1ected and 
the number was recorded. After immersion for a certain time， the stalks 
we陀 splitopen and the living and dead worms we陀 counted. These ex・
戸rimentswe陀 carrledout near the middle of July. The results obtained 
are shown in table V. 
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Table V. 
Immer叫onof担炉開d昌也lksin bucke色.
。Tfewmapterat{uCr・，)I Du~a}ion Number of worms Percentage kiled. in stalks. 
Stadia. 。f that came out 
Mini.1 Max. I immersion 。fstalks. Alive. I Dead. {り (b) 
3rd-5th 310 35。 8 hours I 54 37 31.8% 84.0% 
3rd-5th 31 35 10 " 73 27 96 49.5 " 78.0" 
3rd-5th (25) 35 21 " 106 60 145 46.6" 70.7 " 
3rd-5th (25) 35 24 " 67 23 68 43・0" 74.7 " 
Note: Percentage kiled (a) is calculated from al the worms including the worms that calIle out 
。fstalks and ωunti暗 the回mealive; (b) is阻lculatedfrom those worms which were found 
in the stalks at the end of immersion. 
In these ex戸rimentsmany worms esca戸dfrom the water as is seen in 
the table. Conditions under which these experiments were done are of course 
unnatural. We c柏戸rhapsnot ex戸ctthat as many worms wi1l esca戸 from
immersion when the rice-fie1d is flooded， though it is sure that some of the 
borers wi1l come out of the stalks. The results of these ex戸rimentsare 
interesting. If we count the worms which came out of the stalks alive， in
the詑 condinstance where temreraIlre range is 31o-350C.， IO hours im-
mersion kil1ed 49・5%; whi1e in the third instance where the tem戸rature
varied from about 250 to 350C.， 21 hours immersion ki1led 46.6%. Now， 
temperature of from 250 to about 280 or 290C. had probably litle injurious 
e能cton the rice worm， so that the longer duration of immersion in the third 
experiment (as wel1 as in the fourth) did not show any Iarger ki1ling e民ct
than in the second instance. If we omit the worms that escaped and com-
pute the percentage of the dead worms only from t~ose which remained ir 
the stalks， then the percentage becomes much higher than stated above. 
However， the relation between the first two experiments and the last two 
experiments remains the same. 
3) Immersion of rice-plants grown in pot. 
From the preceding experiments， the killing e缶ciencyunder variable 
temperature seems to be rather Iow. Moreover， during these experiments it 
was observed出atmany rice-borers came out of stalks and that some smaller 
borers esca戸dthe immersion by reaching above the water surface boring up' 
the inside of the midrib of the blade. Therefore， the writer planned to tηr 
immersion under conditions which are nearly the same as those which will 
drevai1 in the submergence of the rice-field， and to記 ethe ki1ing e侃ciency
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as well as the 戸rcentageof the escaping worms. The experiment was car-
ried out in the following way. Some thirty orゐurtygrains were sown in 
an earthen pot about 6 inches in diameter and 7 inches in height. When 
rice-plants were grown about 10 to 1 I inches high， rice-borers which has 
just hatched or at most in the earlier stage of the third larval stadium we陀
placed on the rice-plants and when these worms had al1 bored into the stalks. 
the pot with plants was immersed in water in a large cask which wぉ set
outside in the sunshine. The water in the cask was so deep as about the 
upper half of the tallest blade was above the water surface. The worms 
which came out of the stalks to the water surface during day-time were col・
lected and the number was recorded. These experiments were conducted 
from the end of August to the middle of September. The results are shown 
in table VI. The temperature record is also given and the temperature at 
2 or 3 o'clock， p.m. may be regarded as the maximum temperature of a day 
and that of 8 o'clock， a.m. as the minimum. 
Table VI. 
Immersion of Rice-plan色Grownin PO色.
Worms which Worms found 
Experiment 
Stadia. 





NCl. 1 1st 6.5 hours 8 2.8% 222 48 17-7% 
" 2 1St and 2nd 8.5 " 33 9.5 " 250 63 20.1 " ，. 3 1St II " 一 一 52 32 38.1 " 
" 4 1St 12 " 15 38.5" 14 10 41.7 " 
，. 5 2nd and 3rd 12 " 13 16.5 . 48 lO 25.0" 
" 6 2nd and 3rd 12 . 14 12.7 " 75 21 21.9 " 
" 7 2nd 24 " 一 一 110 37 25.2 " 
" 8 2nd 24 " 一 一 7 42 35・3"
" 9 山町d124 " 54 52.9" 40 8 16.7 " 
" 10 I 1St I 24 " 13 94" 23.0" 
Temperature Record in a.bove Experimex訪日. (00.) 
Time. 
Experiment No. A.M. P.M. 
8 9 I 10I 1 12 E 2 3 I 4 I 5 6 
No.I，2 一 26 一 30 一 33 一 一 33 一
" 3 一 一 一 29 30 一 32 一 一 29 一
" 4 一 27 一 30 一 32 一 32 一 31 一
" 5 一 26 一 28.7 一 31.8 一 31.8 一 30.8 一
" 6 一 25.5 一 28 一 30.5 一 30.5 一 30 一
" 7，8 一 27 一 29 30 一 32 一 一 29.5 一
" 9 23 一 24.7 一 27.5 一 .29.5 一 29・5 一 28.5 
" 10 2.S 一 24.7 27.5 一 29.8 一 29.5 一 28.S 
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，It will be seen in the table that many worms came out of stalks in some 
experiments. The percentage of the worms which escaped the immersion 
varied markedly， namely， from 3 to 50% of the total worms in the rice-plants 
of a pot. It is not at al easily explained why such a marked variation in 
the percentage of escape∞curred. The di佐rencein the size of the worms 
used， and in the extent of damage done by the worms on the rice-plants 
when submergence occurred may be mentionedぉ twoof the more impo比ant
causes. Some borers a~tually came out of stalks and some were boring up 
inside of the midrib of a blade，・reachedfor above the water surface. In re-
cording the results both kinds of the worms were counted escaped worms 
from the immersion. 
When the rice-field is fl∞ded wi出 theobject of kiIling rice-borers， a 
part of the rice-borers in the stalks wiIl come out of them. How do they， 
then， behave after they come out of the stalks? 
This question has not yet been answered clearly. But an opinion is 
prevailing to the e倍ctthat these worms wi1l be killed by their enemies， such 
as frog， water-beetIes， bugs， etc. Surely， a part of the rice-borers that come 
out of the stems will be ki1led by enemies. But， inthe writer's opinion， the 
number of worms that escape from the attack of enemies is perhaps not very 
small; and they will bore into rice-stalks again after the flooding is over. 
By calculating the percentage of the dead worms from the woロnswhich were 
found in the stalks at the end of the experiment， we obtain figures as shown 
in table VI. In experiment No. 4， 12 hours immersion during day time killed 
4I.7% and in No. 8， 24 hours immersion ki1led 35・3係. These two ex伊佐
ments gave the best results among the pot expe巾lents. The temperature 
of water during day time was from about 260 to 320C. in these two ex戸佐
ments; the temperature during the night was not measured; but it was 
probably from about 260 to 290C. The percentage of dead worms in write.r's 
pot experiments was somewhat smaller th!ln the writer expected. This wiIl 
probably be due to the fact that the tem戸ratureof water was rather low，-
perhaps， too law at night. For， ata constant temperature of about 30oC.， 
24 hours immersion killed about 95 to 97% of the first and the second instar 
larvae when the larvae that were taken out of stalks were immersed in hot 
water. The pot experiments， therefore， seems to show that， when the tem-
pera旬reis below about 280 or 290C.， the immertion of 10 or 12 hours dぽ S
not increase much the戸rcentageof the dead worms， as the writer has al・
ready pointed out in a previous chapter. 
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IV. Submergence in the rice-field. 
1t has been already stated that many field experiments on the submer-
gence were conducted at several Agricultural Experiment Station in Japan 
since 1915 and that the results obtained at di保rentstations were different 
from one another. The writer will show below how variant the results were 
in some of them， before entering into the writer's ownピxperiments.
Table VII. 
Submergence E却 eriments
at some of也.ePrefectural Experiment飢叫ions.
Duration lnf Stadia. 。fim- Alive. De‘ad. i ki1led. • Remark. 
merSlOn. i Maxim.1 Minim.IAv叫 ei
2nd 48hours 15 。 0.0% 33 24 - IKぬ:hi.May 3r， 19泌
匂nd，hPd， 
4t 20 " 3 13 81.2 " 33 
26 一 June 10， "，日e1d.
? 24 " 14 7 3.3 " 一 32.8 I Mie， July 16， 1915， fie1d. 
2nd 48 " 12 8 40.0" 一 32.8 j u " " " " 
一 16 " 97 81 45.5 " 一 一 一 OkaJguyaly wzanZa. 4， ，E9E5，Held-
1st， 2nd， 
19.5 " 19 39 69.0" 一 一 一 aJgualwy a， 3rd. 20， 1915.日e1d.
一 20 " 5.7 34.2 85.0" 一 一 一 Kagawa，一一，1916.
一 15 " -2 23 92.0" 一 一 " ，Ju1y 2， 1917， fie1d. 
1n the second experiment in table VlI， which is marked with an as-
terisk， the rice-plants were bent down on the bottom of water and kept in 
the water， so出atits result ought to be somewhat better than in the other 
e.xperiments. In al these experiments e/xcept that of the Okayama Agri-
cultural Experiment Station， the number of the rice-worms that were pres印 t
at the end of experiments was rather small. The writer， therefore， isin-
clined to think that their results can not be depended on. At any rate， one 
would be surprised at their so variant a nature of the result，>. 
Probably， the variation of these results may be explained in some measure 
by different conditions in different experiments; for instance， temperature， time 
of submergence， age of the rice-borer， depth of water， etc. 
The writer also has been conducting the submergence experiments in the 
rice-field since 1916. The method of experiments is briefly stated below. 
Before flooding a rice-field， a certain number of rice-stalks which could 
be assured as being injured by the worm from the appearance， were c叫 and
coUected at ramdom. These s匂lkswere split open and the worms contained 
we陀 examinedto see the percentage of dead worms. Th争wasdone before 
each experiment as the check. The rice-field was flooded for certain hours 
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and after the water drained off， infested rice-stalks were collected and the 
worms in the stalks were examined. When the duration of submergence 
was 12 hours or less，出eflooding was done in daytime and when it was 
from 30 to 36 hours， the rice-field was f100ded in such a manner that the 
water covered the rice-field at least about 18 hours during the day; i. e.，出e
flooding extended on two daytimes. The rice-stalk which a rice-borer has 
bored into only a few hours before， can not be detected by the appearance 
(at least in the rice-field)， so that we could not tel whether or not some of 
rice-borers which had left stalks during the submergence， were alive and bored 
again into new stalks after the water had been drained of. 1n the first few 
ex戸巾lentsthe writer examined al the inj ured rice-stalks in one plot，-
abou~ half of them were cut before the flooding and the rest after submer-
gence. But， this method was discarded because of very many stalks to be 
examined in a definite， rather short time. Next， the writer examined a 
certain number of infested stalks before immersion， and after the immersion 
the same number of the stalks were collected and examined. But， these two 
collections did not give the same number of the borers. The laiter gave 
sometimes strikingly smaller number. Therefore， this method was again dis-
carded after it was used two or three times. The last method adopted was 
as follows: a certain number of the infested stalks was collccted and the 
worms contained were examined before the submergence and after the sub-
mergence a slightly larger number of stalks were collected and in examining 
the stalks， the number of the living and the dead worms was recorded. 
When the sum of the number of the dead and of the aJive were about the same 
numbel' as the worms found before the flooding， the examination was ended. 
In almost al cases the average number of worms found戸rone inj ured stalk 
was :;maller after submergence than before it. This fact indicates probably 
that回 meof the rice-borers came out of stalks during immersion， reached on 
the blades which we陀 projectingover the water surface and some of them 
bored again into new uninjured rice stalks. As we could not collect such 
stalks after submergence， the real percentage of the living and the dead rice-
borers after submergence can not be obtained， strictly speaking. But the 
writer could not find out any better method. In the writer's field experiments 
the depth of the water f100ded over the rice-field was mostly from about 4 
to 6 inches. In some cases almost whole length of the sheath of every rice-
plant was under the water surface and in others aboutをori the length of 
the highest sheath was above the water level， so that most of the. blades 
were above the water. The depth may be said rather small， but this could 
not be avoided on account of the construction of the rice-field. The results 
of the writer's experiments are summarized in table VIII. 
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Table VIII. 
Subme噌encein Ri伺-Field.
Experiment. Duration No. of worms. Perωnt Percent 
Group. I Numbcr Stadia. of suh. Alivc.1 Dcad. killed. dcad in Remark. mergcncc. check. 
No. 1 2nd to 4lh 12 hoぽ S 130 14 9・7'}{， 4.9% Ju1y 1St， 1916. 
" 2 " " " 12 " 87 9 9・4" 4.9" " " " 
" 3 tt " " 12 " 75 17 18.5 " 4-9" " " " 
" 4 " " " 12 " 86 10 10.4 " 4・9" " " " 
" 5 1St and 2nd 29 " 191 1C4 35.3，. 8.0" " 9-10， 1917・
" 
6 2nd， 3rd， 4th 24 " 45 13 22.4" 9.0" " 3
1-Aug.l， 
1918. 
" 7 " " " 32 " 19 13 40.6" 3・" " 25-26， 1919. 
" 8 " " " 24 " 59 38 39.2 " 7・" " 23-24， 1920. 
" 9 " " " 30.5 " 44 15 25・4" 17.5 " " 24-25， " 
" 10 " " " 24 " 60 15 20.0" 12.9 " " 25-27， " 
" 1 1st and 2nd 48 " 2 66 97.0 " 11.4 " " 9-10， " 
，. 12 1St， 2nd， 3rd 48 。 20 100.0" 486" " 19--20， " 
" 13 " " " 33 " 
。 67 100.0 " 22.2 " " " " 
" 14 " " U' 24 " E 71 98.6" 26.8 " " " " 
Tempera.ture of Wa.匂rin foregoing E司>erimen旬. (C.) 
ぷ( A. M. P. M. 8 9 10.30 E z 3 4 5 
No・5 一 24.0 一 一 一 一 一 一
" 6 28.0 30.0 32.5 一 36.0 一 40.0 I 40.7 40.S 39.0 36.0 33.5 
26.5 27.0 29・5 一 30.3 33.0 34・7 35.2 36.0 36.0 35.5 34.1 
" 26.8 27.2 29.5 31.5 33.0 34.0 36.0 36.0 33.0 一 一
一 32•6 33.2 33.0 32.6 
" 27.0 一 一 一 一
" 9 26.0 26.0 一 一 一 一 一 一 一 一 一
26.5 一 28.0 一 29.0 29.0 一
24・0 26.0 27.0 一 28.0 
一 一 31.5 一 32.0 33.0 33.0 34.0 34.0 34.0 33.0 一
25.8 27.0 一 一 30.0 33.0 33・5 34・0 34.0 33・5 一
一 一 32.6 35.0 35.5 35.5 37.0 36.5 35.5 
28.0 28.0 32.5 一 34・2 35.5 36.5 一 37・5 37.0 36.0 一
一 一 32.2 一 35.0 36.5 36.5 35.5 一
28.0 29.5 32.5 一 34.0 25.0 36.0 ー 37.5 37.5 36.0 一
一 一 32.0 一 35.0 37.0 37.0 36.0 一
28.0 30.5 
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ln the experiment group D al the rice-plants 'Yere bent at their bases 
on the bottom of water， sothat practical1y the whole plants were in water. 
In the group A the measUl割nentof the temperature of water was not taken. 
lt was raining on the day when experiment No. 8 and No. 9 were conducted 
and the complete measurement of temperature was not taken. 
As is seen in the table the results of the writer's experiments also varied 
very much. ln the group A the percentage of the ki1ed worms was par-
ticularly small， name1y， from 9・4to 18.5%. One of the important causes of 
this bad result is undoubtedly the shortage in the duration of immersion. 
ln group B and C， where the duration of submergence was from 24 to 32 
hours， the percentage of the ki1ed worms ranged from 20% to 40.6%. ln 
some of these experiments temperature was quite high during about 5 or 6 
hours in the afternoon and the duration of submergence was very long; and 
yet， the results were bad，-much worse than those of the laboratory experi幽
ments. To cite two instances of the laboratory experiments， 24 hours im-
mersion in water of a room tem戸raturein July ki1led 54・5% (see table lV)， 
and 24 hours immersion in hot water of a constant temperatu陀 ofabout 
30oC. killed over 95 % (table II). In the field experiments the writer did 
not obtain such good results， except in the group D. Perhaps， there are 
several causes of these bad results obtained in the field experiments. How-
ever， the faI1ing of temperature of water during the night (though it was 
pretty sure that in most cases the temperature of water was above 240 or 
250C.)， and the insu伍ciencyof the depth of the flooded water may be men-
tioned two of the more important causes. That the latter is one of the more 
important factors seems to be proved by the fact that in No. 13 and 14 of 
group D where the rice-plants were bent down in water veηr good results 
(100% and 98.6係 respectively)were obtained. The results of these two・
eXfkriments are veηr near to those of the Kochi Agricultural Experiment 
Station， which was conducted in a similar manner (see table VII). Now， 
when we compare the results of the field experiments (except group D) with 
those of the pot experiments， we日ndthat the kil1ing efficiency in both cases 
are near1y simiJar. 
V. Submergence and Kerosene. 
It was suggested that if oi1 is spread over the water surface at the time 
of flooding， itwill increase the ki1ing power of submergence. Who .has sug-
gested this idea白rstis however not known. As we have already stated， 
not a few worms come out of rice喝stalksat the submergence. Therefore， the 
writer thought that this idea would deserve testing. 
There is a study on the resistance to kerosene of the rice-borer， which 
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was conducted at the ~gricuItural Experiment Station of Okayama. The 
method was to throw the worms into pure kerosene and after a while to 
pick up. According to these experiments， none of the third or the fourth 
instar larvae died when they were immersed in kerosene and immediately 
taken out; the worms which were soaked in kerosene for 10 seconds were 
active when they were taken out， but they died on the next day; and the 
worms which were immersed for 30 seconds died when they were taken out. 
Soaking the worm direct1y in kerosene as was done in these experiments 
is very far from the circumstances which will occur when the oil is spread 
over the water surface and to this surface the worms come out to avoid the 
submergence. From this reason， the writer tried a quite different method to 
test the resistance of the rice-borer to kerosene. 
The pr∞edure was as follows: a large pot， which is usually used for 
manuring experiments and the area of the mouth is known， was filed with 
water; a measured amount of kerosene was dropped on the water surface 
and after the oil had spread evenly on the surface rice-borers were laid veηr 
softly on the water， so that they could be floated on the surface. Though 
the s戸cificgravity of the rice-borer is slightly larger than water， itcan be 
floated on the water surface on account of the surface tension of water. If， 
however， the worm is roughly thrown on the water， itwill sink to the bottom. 
The worms were picked up after floating for certain time and the number 
of the dead worms were counted after certain hours. 
These experiments and their results are described briefly in the follow. 
ing lines. 
五rterimmtI. 25 rice七orersof third stadium. Amount of kerosene 
used 6 "sho"戸r“tan"(=about 9・7quarts perまacre). The worms were 
floated on the water for 40 minutes and stil moving. One hour after re-
moving from the water al the worms died. 
五rperiment2. 20 third instar larvae. Kerosene 3“sho" per“tan." 
Floated on the water for 20 minutes. 4 worms died one hour aftcr removed 
from the water. 
&teriment 3・ 25worms consisting of the second and third instar larvae. 
Kerosene 3“sho" per“tan." Floated for IO minutes. Eleven died. 
五ψeriment4-・ 25worms (3rd and 4th). Kerosene 3“sho" per “tan." 
Floated for 10 minutes. One died. 
&tert"ment 5・ 204th instar larvae. Kerosene 3“sho" per“tan." 
Floated for 10 minutes. None died. 
&teriment 6. 20 fourth instar worms. Kerosene 3 "sho" per“tan." 
Floated for 10 minutes. All alive. 
As it is apparent from these experiments， the resistant power of the rice-
worm to kerosene is pretty strong. Now， when the flooding is practised in 
the rice-field， the worms that come out of rice-stalks would not be floating 
on the water surface for a long time， unless al the blades and stems are 
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bent down and in water. The worms would swim to rice-plants after a short 
time， probably S or 10 minutes， and c1imb on the blades to escape froOl the 
immersion. If this be the case， kerosene would not be able to ki1 the worms 
unless it is used in a large quantity， judging from the results of the writer's 
experiments. 
The writer conducted similar experiments in a slightly di任erentway; 
name1y， when he was conducting the submergence experiment with rice~plants 
sown in the pot， a measured quantity of kerosene was spread on the surf民e
of the water in the cask and it was tested whether or not the rice~borers 
that came out of the stalks would be kiI1ed by kerosene. 
&pe，ぜ1nent.r Kerosene was used at the rate of 3“sho" per“tan." 
The larvae consisted of the first and the second instar. Some of the worms 
that came out of the stalks were swimming on the water surface for a while， 
but they reached safely to the rice.blade or to the brim of the cask and none 
of them died. 
Experiment 2. Kerosene 6“sho" per“tan." Second and third instar 
larvae. None died. 
Zψeriment 3・ Kerosene6“sho" per “tan." First instar larvae. None 
died. 
As the u田 ofkerosene at the submergence seemed not to be promising， 
the experiments were discontinued. 
VI. Summa.ry and Conclusion. 
1) A temperature of 280 or 290C. does not seem to have any injurious 
e能cton the activity of the rice-borer (Chilo sI1nple%); that is， this tempc.: ra~ 
ture d 侃 5 not 戸t reach the zone of high 危tal temperature (the a油bnorn口川1
temperature) for this insect. A tem戸ratureof 3SoC. is injurious to the 
rice.borer; however， 24 hours exposure to this temperature ki1ls only a 
small percentage of the rice-borers， provided there is no want (insu伍cien~
cy) in oxygen supply for the insects~ As the tem戸ratureis raised above 
3SoC.， the duration of exposure which is required to kil the rice-borers， 
decreases marl句dly;and at a temperature of 4SoC.， only 2 or 21 hours 
exposure ki1ls al the worms. 
2) The rice-borer has a fai巾 largeresistance to the lack of oxygen， if
the temperature of the environment is not abnormal for it. For instance， 
even if we confine rice-borers in pure carbon dioxide for 24 hours at the 
room temperature in septemQer at Kurashiki (which fluct旧 tesbetween 
about 240 and 300Cふabout20% will revive on removal frol1l the gas. 
However， ata constant temperature of 300C.， 24 hours confinement in pure 
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carbon dioxide kils about 95 %. lf the temperature be raised to an ab-
normal temperature for the rice-worm， the time required to kil decreases 
gradually. Thus， ata temperature of 360C.， 1∞% iskilled by confine-
ment for 14 hours. The minimum time of confinement in carbon dioxide 
to ~ill 100% of the rice-borers at this temperature was not determined 
e司.ctly;but it is su陀 that14 hours is sufficient judging from the results 
ol table 1. The writer thinks that a slightly shorter confinement will kil 
E∞%， as immersion for 14 hours ih hot water of a tem戸ratureof )50C. 
kllled 1∞%. 
3) When an abnormal temperature and lack of oxygen act simultaneously， 
the time required to kil the rice-borer is much decreased. The writer 
studied the e能ctof this combined action of heat and suffocation by im-
mersing the rice-borer in hot water. According to the results obtained， 
28 hours immersion is required to kil I∞% at a constant tem戸rature
of 30oC. As the temperature is raised， the time required to kil is gradu-
ally decreased. For example， at a temperature of 350C. 14 hours im-
mersion is required to kil 1∞% j at 400C. 5 hours immersion is required 
and at 450C. just one hour is su伍cientto kil al thc: worms. These results 
seem to show that， when the temperature of hot water is higher than 40oC.， 
the e保ctof this abnormal temperatu陀 (thehigh fatal temperature) be・
comes the predominant factor in killing， the e能ctof su仔ocationbeing 
rather subsidiary. 
4) From the results of the experiments it is concluded that the killing by 
submergence in the rice-field results from the combined action of the ab-
normal temperature and suffocation j and if the duration of submergen偲
is 24 hours or the less， the temperature of the water in the rice-6eld plays 
a very important rδle and a satisfactory result can probably not be ex-
pected unless the maximum temperature of the water reaches 340 or 350C. 
5) The writer can not yet make any definite estimate of the efficacy of 
submergence in the rice-field froll1 the data which he has obtained up to 
last season. But. hc is inclined to think that under favourable conditions 
and good management we can kil about 50% of the borers; and it may 
not be impossible to get even a better result. 
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